NAME OF THE EVENT: COVID – 19 AWARENESS PROGRAMME IN SELECTED VILLAGES

VENUE: DOOR TO DOOR CAMPAIGN

DATES : 3-03-2020 to 31-03-2020.

VILLAGE NAMES:  1) TUMMALAPALLI
2) ODALAREVU
3) BENDAMURLANKA
4) KOMARAGIRIPATNAM
5) MOGALLAMURU

* All the above FIVE villages are in Allavaram Mandal, East Godavari District, Andhra Pradesh.

* our college adopted these FIVE Villages under Unnat Bharat Abhayan Programme by Govt of India.

REPORT

Our college NSS team members (100) scheduled a plan to cover all the above mentioned Five Villages. We allocated 20 members to each village. Actually we scheduled our programme from 3rd March 2020 to 31st March 2020. But due to govt declared lockdown we rescheduled our programme upto 21st March 2020.

We successfully completed the following scheduled tasks:

- With the help of health department employees first we identified low sanitized areas. Later our student members personally interacted with each and every household and explained the importance of hygieness particularry these covid – 19 days.
- In next level we identified the educated youth in those five villages and conduct a train the trainer programme on covid preventive measures.
- Weekly once we sanitize all the selected streets with bleaching.
- Weekly twice in the evening time we present videos related to hyginess, clean and green, physical distance and present videos of doctors advise in their mother tongue.
- We also trained all the villagers how to cover their face with masks and how to wear gloves if necessary.
- We arranged a special awareness programme for school going children on “Negative result of street food utilization”.
- We also created awareness to all barbers the preventive measures in hair saloons because it’s a best spot to spread the virus.
- We request all the sanitary employees to maintain hygiene and cleanliness in public areas (i.e. public water taps etc)

Overall we successfully completed our scheduled task “Covid-19 Awareness” with the help of villagers, govt organizations and students.